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Magnetic properties of finite Fe chains at fcc Cu„001… and Cu„111… surfaces
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We present a systematic study of the magnetic moments and magnetocrystalline anisotropy of finite mono-

atomic Fen (1<n<9) chains deposited along the (110̄) direction on top of fcc Cu~001! and Cu~111! surfaces
as well as embedded into the uppermost three surface layers and into a perfect copper bulk host. The calcu-
lations are performed fully relativistically using the embedding technique within the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker
method. We focused our investigations on the effect of the interaction between the Fe atoms as well as between
the Fe and host atoms on the magnetic properties of the chains. We found that the calculated spin and orbital
moments in the Fe chains are systematically larger than in the corresponding monolayer. Exploring the mag-
netic anisotropy properties of these systems we obtained a strong out-of-plane easy axis for wires deposited
both on the Cu~001! and Cu~111! surfaces, while for the embedded chains the orientation of the easy axis
depends on the distance from the surface. We also found remarkable anisotropies for two different in-plane
magnetic orientations: namely, for the one parallel and the other perpendicular to the chains.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.024433 PACS number~s!: 75.30.Hx, 73.22.2f, 75.30.Gw
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fast development of manufacturing and observa
techniques made available a large number of different g
metrical arrangements of magnetic impurities on meta
surfaces like dots, wires, stripes, or corrals. Due to their s
sitivity to the local environment, the magnetic properties
transition-metal structures can thus be greatly modulated
ploring a wide spectrum of magnetic phenomena, e.g.,
creased spin and orbital magnetization and strong magn
anisotropies as well as a temperature and time dependen
the magnetization. Since the experiments of Elmerset al.1 on
Fe nanostripes on a W~110! surface, often referred to as th
pioneering work in the field of magnetic nanowires, a lar
number experimental and theoretical works have been d
ing with the electronic and magnetic properties of the
~quasi-!one-dimensional systems.2–10 In particular, the struc-
ture and magnetism of monoatomic Fe wires grown on
ferent stepped Cu(11n) (n53 –11) surfaces were invest
gated by Spisˇák and Hafner,11 while Eisenbachet al.12

demonstrated that changing the crystallographic orienta
of infinite Fe wires embedded into Cu bulk can even resul
a change of the easy axis.

It was also shown by Stepanyuket al.13 that small mag-
netic clusters buried by surface layers can be energetic
more favorable than deposited on the surface. At an e
stage of growth of Fe films on a vicinal Cu~111! surface iron
forms a quasi-one-dimensional~quasi-1D! fcc-related struc-
ture along the step edges due to the step decoration e
For the Fe stripes oriented along the~110! axis an easy di-
rection of magnetization pointing perpendicular to the s
face and a time- and temperature-dependent magnetiz
was reported by Shenet al.14,15 Very recently, for the same
system Boeglinet al.16 observed an in-plane magnetocryst
line anisotropy energy~MAE! favoring an orientation per
pendicular to the chain.
0163-1829/2003/68~2!/024433~9!/$20.00 68 0244
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The objective of the recent paper is to study in terms
fully relativistic, ab initio calculations the magnetic prope
ties of Fe chains deposited along the (110̄) direction of
Cu~001! and Cu~111! surfaces as well as buried by the su
face layers. By performing calculations for different lengt
of the chain, 1<n<9, and by varying its distance from th
surface, we shall emphasize the role of the Fe-Fe and Fe-
interactions on the spin and orbital moments as well as
the MAE. Concomitantly, in terms of the above quantities
also describe the crossover from a pointlike impurity~0D! to
a linear chain~1D!.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

Within multiple-scattering theory, the matrix of the so
called scattering path operator~SPO!, tC , corresponding to a
finite clusterC embedded into a host system can be obtain
from the following Dyson equation:17

tC~E!5th~E!$I2@ th
21~E!2tC

21~E!#th~E!%21, ~1!

whereth(E) andth(E) denote the single-site scattering m
trix and the SPO matrix for the unperturbed host confined
the sites inC, respectively, whiletC comprises the single-site
scattering matrices of the embedded atoms. Note that Eq~1!
takes into account all scattering events both in and out of
cluster. OncetC is derived, all quantities of interest—i.e., th
charge and magnetization densities and the spin and or
moments as well as the MAE for the cluster—can
calculated.17

Self-consistent calculations of the host copper were p
formed in terms of the fully relativistic screened Korring
Kohn-Rostoker method18,19 using 45 and 80k points in the
irreducible segment of the surface Brillouin zone in the ca
of ~001! and~111! surfaces, respectively, and three layers
empty spheres to represent the vacuum region. The clu
©2003 The American Physical Society33-1
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calculations were then carried out such that the Fe at
substituted sites along the (110̄) direction in the first
vacuum layer and in the uppermost three surface layer
well as in the perfect 3D bulk host. No attempts were ma
to include lattice relaxation effects: the host and cluster s
refer therefore to the positions of an ideal fcc parent latt
with the experimental Cu lattice constant. The local sp
density approximation as parametrized by Voskoet al.20 was
applied throughout, and the effective potentials and fie
were treated within the atomic sphere approximation~ASA!.
When solving the Kohn-Sham-Dirac equation and also
the multipole expansion of the charge densities, a cutof
,max52 was used.

By using the self-consistent potentials with a magneti
tion pointing perpendicular to the surface~along thez axis!,
we calculated the MAE by means of the magnetic fo
theorem21–23 as a difference of band energies,17

DEm2z5Em
b 2Ez

b ~m5x,y!, ~2!

DEm2z.0, z preferred,

DEm2z,0, m preferred, ~3!

where the axesx and y refer to in-plane directions paralle
and perpendicular to the chains, respectively. Quite natur
within this formalism, the MAE can be resolved into cont
butions with respect to atoms. In principle, the magne
dipole-dipole interaction part of the MAE,22 DEm2z

dd , should
also be considered. Evidently, for the case ofy2z this con-
tribution almost vanishes. For the case ofx2z we can make
an estimate based on the calculations of Ref. 12, which g
DEx2z

dd ;0.12 meV/Fe atom for chains in the bulk an
;0.2 meV/Fe atom for chains on top of the surfaces. Si
these values are typically by a factor of 3 smaller than
correspondingDEx2z

b ~see, e.g., Fig. 7!, in the present study
we have not discussed the magnetic dipole-dipole interac
part of the MAE.

III. SPIN AND ORBITAL MOMENTS

For the Cu atoms adjacent the Fe impurities we foun
relatively weak magnetic polarization even in the surfa
layer, where the polarizability of the host atoms is expec
to be the strongest. The calculated spin moments of th
host atoms (Sz

Cu) were about 0.02mB , and the corresponding
orbital moments (Lz

Cu) were less than 1023mB . These values
are much lower than found for substrate Pt atoms in a sim
geometrical arrangement with Co chains@Sz

Pt

5(0.09–0.14)mB , Lz
Pt5(0.02–0.04)mB# ~Ref. 24!. For the

Co-Pt system our tests showed that treating only one she
host atoms around the impurities self-consistently was su
cient to get reasonable results for the magnetic propertie
the impurities. The weaker polarization of the Cu atoms
compared to the Pt atoms implies that this approach app
also for the Cu-Fe system.

In Fig. 1 the spin and orbital moment of a single Fe im
purity is shown as a function of the distance of the impur
from the surface. We found that the spin-only magnetic m
02443
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ment of a single Fe impurity deposited on a Cu~001! surface
(3.19mB) is by about 15% larger than in the correspondi
monolayer case (2.78mB) ~Ref. 25!. This result agrees wel
with the full-charge density calculations of Stepanyuket al.26

A similar comparison between an Fe impurity embedd
into the bulk host and an Fe monolayer sandwiched by
semi-infinite Cu~001! substrates shows that the differen
between the corresponding spin moments of Fe (2.70mB)
and (2.54mB), respectively, is by about 6% smaller than
the surface. This obviously demonstrates that the Fe-Cu
teraction, subject to the actual position of the Fe impuriti
plays an important role in the formation of the magne
properties of the Fe nanostructures.

Placing the Fe impurity at increasing distances from
surface one can selectively trace the effect of hybridizat
between the impurity and host atoms. We observed a cl
cut correlation between the coordination numberNCu of the
impurity formed by the nearest-neighbor Cu atoms and
actual value of the spin moment of the impurity. Inspecti
Fig. 1 one can see that the spin moment of the Fe impu
on Cu~111! (3.27mB) is larger than that on the Cu~001! sur-
face (3.19mB), which can be attributed to the smaller num
ber of nearest-neighbor Cu sites of the Fe impurity in case
a ~111! surface (NCu53) than in case of a~001! surface
(NCu54). For an impurity embedded into the first Cu su
face layer, on the contrary,Sz

Fe is larger for the~001! surface
(3.01mB) for which now NCu58 as compared to the~111!
surface layer (2.91mB) with NCu59.

Clearly enough, for Fe impurities buried deeper in t
host,Sz

Fe differs only very little for the two kinds of surface
and also it converges rapidly toSz of an Fe impurity embed-
ded into the bulk (2.70mB). The sensitivity ofSz

Fe on the
choice of the surface and the distance of the impurity fr

FIG. 1. Calculated spin (Sz) and orbital moments (Lz) of a
single Fe impurity embedded at different distances from a Cu~001!
and a Cu~111! surface with a magnetization along the surface n
mal (z). The position of the impurity is labeled as follows: on to
first vacuum layer; S, surface layer; S-1, first subsurface layer;
second subsurface layer; in bulk, perfect bulk host.
3-2
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF FINITE Fe CHAINS AT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 024433 ~2003!
the surface can be traced in Fig. 2 in terms of spin-projec
densities of states~DOS! ~Refs. 19 and 27! of the Fe impu-
rity. Note that the DOS was calculated at an energy m
parallel to the real axis with an imaginary part of 1 mRy. A
can be seen the very sharp minority-spind band of the Fe
adatoms on the surface is intersected by the Fermi level
a little beneath the maximum of the peak. Therefore,
broadening of the minority-spin band due to the increas
hybridization with Cu pushes more states below the Fe
level than above, resulting into a decrease of the s
moment.

In Figs. 3 and 4 the calculated spin moments are d
played for each Fe atom in the chains near the Cu~001! and
Cu~111! surfaces, respectively. As can be seen, indepen
from the distance from the surface, for longer chainsn

FIG. 2. Calculated spin-projected densities of states~DOS! of an
Fe impurity embedded into different layers of the Cu~001! ~solid
line! and the Cu~111! ~dashed line! surfaces and into a Cu bulk hos
with a magnetization pointing normal to the surface (z). In each
entry, the majority- and the minority-spin DOS is depicted in t
upper and lower panels, respectively. For the notation of the p
tion of the impurity see Fig. 1.
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>3), Sz
Fe is systematically higher at the edges of the cha

than in the middle. This feature can~again! be attributed to
the reduced coordination numberNFe formed by the adjacen
Fe atoms (NFe52 and 1 for atoms inside the chain and at t
edge, respectively!, since the strong Fe-Fe hybridization low

i-

FIG. 3. Calculated spin moments (Sz) of the Fe atoms in
Fen (n52, . . . ,9) chains at the Cu~001! surface with a magnetiza
tion pointing normal to the surface (¹, on top; n, layer S;L,
layer S-1;h, layer S-2;s, in bulk; see Fig. 1!.

FIG. 4. Calculated spin moments (Sz) of the Fe atoms in
Fen (n52, . . . ,9) chains at the Cu~111! surface with a magnetiza
tion pointing normal to the surface (¹, on top; n, layer S;L,
layer S-1;h, layer S-2;s, in bulk; see Fig. 1!.
3-3
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LAZAROVITS, SZUNYOGH, WEINBERGER, AND U´ JFALUSSY PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 024433 ~2003!
ers the spin moment of the Fe atoms. Note that we obse
a similar trend for Co chains on Pt~111!,24 while for Rh
chains the opposite trend was reported.6 The extent of the
difference between the spin moments of the inner and ou
most atoms is slightly affected by the distance from
surface.

For Fe9 on top of Cu~111! the difference betweenSz
Fe of

the inner atoms (3.07mB) and that of the outermost atom
(3.15mB) is about 2% while for a chain of the same leng
embedded into the bulk this difference is only about 1%.
general, it can be concluded that the spin magnetism of
Fe impurities is affected by the Fe-Cu interaction and mo
lated mainly by the distance of the magnetic nanostruc
from the surface and also by the Fe-Fe interaction.

In the lower panel of Fig. 1 one can see that the orb
moment of an Fe impurity dramatically decreases from
value as an adatom when it is placed into the surface and
further moving below the surface, it slowly tends to the c
responding bulk value. In fact, the orbital moment of the
adatom is about 3.3 times larger on top of the~001! surface
(0.47mB) than in the surface layer (0.14mB), while for the
~111! surface this ratio is as large as 5.5 (0.65mB
→0.12mB). Note that these changes are much larger than
corresponding changes in the spin moments@;6% and
;12% for the~001! and ~111! surfaces, respectively#.

Similar to our previous studies of atomic-scale magne
structures,17,24 this implies that the orbital moment is muc
more sensitive to the local environment than the spin m
netization: due to the localization of thed-like states~see
also Fig. 2!, Lz

Fe is less quenched for the adatom as co
pared to an impurity in or below the surface. For the sa
reason, the adatom on a Cu~111! surface carries a conside
ably higher value ofLz

Fe than that deposited on a Cu~001!
surface.

The calculated orbital moments of the Fe atoms in
chains are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. As in the case of a sin
impurity, the chains deposited on the surface display a qu
tatively different behavior as compared to those in or bel
the surface:Lz is much larger and also it exhibits remarkab
oscillations for the chains on the surface.

Apparently these features are more pronounced for ch
on a~111! surface than the~001!. In case of an Fe trimer on
Cu~111!, e.g.,Lz of the outer atoms (0.35mB) is about 2.2
times larger than that of the central one (0.15mB). For longer
chains (n.7) the oscillations ofLz inside the chains are
clearly damped. From Figs. 5 and 6 a rapid convergence o
the orbital moment to the value of the chains embedded
the bulk host can be inferred.

A transition from a pointlike ~0D! to a quasi-one-
dimensional~1D! system can be traced in terms of the sp
and orbital moments of the central atoms of the cha
shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the length of the chains,n.
As also can be inferred from Figs. 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6, up
n53 the magnetic moments decrease systematically
then seem to converge to a well-defined value. The valu
Sz

Fe andLz
Fe extrapolated from the data in Fig. 7 numerica

to n5`, listed in Table I, can be interpreted as an estimat
for the moments in the corresponding infinite chains.
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These estimated values forSz
Fe compare well with the

theoretical results for infinite Fe wires at a Cu~117! surface,
2.86mB–2.96mB depending an the actual position of th
wire,11 and to that embedded into a copper bulk host,Sz

Fe

52.50mB ~Ref. 12!. Also listed are in Table I the moments o

FIG. 5. Calculated orbital moments (Lz) of the Fe atoms in Fen
(n52, . . . ,9) chains at the Cu~001! surface with a magnetization
pointing normal to the surface (¹, on top; n, layer S;L, layer
S-1; h, layer S-2;s, in bulk; see Fig. 1!.

FIG. 6. Calculated orbital moments (Lz) of the Fe atoms in
Fen (n52, . . . ,9) chains at the Cu~111! surface with a magnetiza
tion pointing normal to the surface (¹, on top; n, layer S;L,
layer S-1;h, layer S-2;s, in bulk; see Fig. 1!.
3-4
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF FINITE Fe CHAINS AT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 024433 ~2003!
the corresponding Fe impurities~i.e., for the 0D case! and, in
case of a Cu~001! surface, those for the corresponding mon
layers ~2D!.25 Thus, a systematic trend of the reduction
both Sz andLz can be seen when increasing the dimensi
ality of the magnetic nanostructure, 0D→1D→2D. A simi-
lar trend has been explored experimentally28 and
theoretically10,24 also for Co nanostructures. Our estimat
values ofLz for infinite monoatomic chains on top (0.22mB)
and in the surface layer (0.10mB) of Cu~111! fit well into the
tendency of the experimental values when reducing
thickness of the Fe film as reported in Refs. 16 and 29.

The experimental value approximated to the wire c
(;0.13mB) lies between the two above calculated values
Lz , most possibly since the step-edge geometry used in
experiments can be regarded as a crossover between wir
top of the surface and those embedded into the surface la

IV. MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY

In Fig. 8 the MAEDEx2z of single Fe impurities in dif-

FIG. 7. Calculated spin (Sz) and orbital moments (Lz) of the
central~most symmetric! Fe atom in Fen (n52, . . . ,9)chains along

the (11̄0) direction at the Cu~001! and Cu~111! surfaces with a
magnetization pointing normal to the surface (¹, on top;n, layer
S; L, layer S-1;h, layer S-2;s, in bulk; see Fig. 1!.

TABLE I. Calculated spin moment (Sz) and orbital moment
(Lz), in units ofmB , of an Fe atom as a single impurity~0D! and in
an infinite wire ~1D! as estimated from the calculations for fini

chains embedded along the (110̄) direction at different distance
from a Cu~001! and a Cu~111! surface~on top, first vacuum layer;
S, surface layer; S-1, first subsurface layer; S-2, second subsu
layer; in bulk, perfect bulk host!; see also Fig. 7. For a compariso
the moments of Fe in a CumFe1Cu(001) overlayer system~Ref. 25!
denoted by subscript 2D, are also presented by using the map
m50, on top;m51, layer S-1;m52, layer S-2; andm5`, in
bulk.

Cu~001! Cu~111!
Sz

0D Sz
1D Sz

2D Lz
0D Lz

1D Lz
2D Sz

0D Sz
1D Lz

0D Lz
1D

On top 3.19 3.02 2.78 0.47 0.16 0.08 3.27 3.07 0.65 0
S 3.01 2.92 - 0.14 0.11 - 2.91 2.82 0.12 0.1
S-1 2.72 2.66 2.61 0.10 0.09 0.07 2.74 2.67 0.12 0.
S-2 2.72 2.65 2.58 0.09 0.08 0.06 2.67 2.62 0.10 0.
In bulk 2.70 2.62 2.54 0.09 0.08 0.07 2.69 2.62 0.09 0.
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ferent positions with respect to the Cu~001! and Cu~111! sur-
faces and the corresponding orbital moment anisotrop
DLx2z are shown. Similar to our previous observations17,24

the spin moments of the magnetic impurities are fairly ins
sitive to the orientation of the effective field. Comparin
Figs. 1 and 8 one can find that the orbital moment and
anisotropy of orbital moment are of the same order of m
nitude, indicating that the orbital moment is indeed very s
sitive to the magnetization direction coupled to the crys
due to the spin-orbit interaction. For an adatom placed on
of both kinds of surfaces an easy magnetization axis poin
perpendicular to the surface is favored, as can be infe
from the positive sign of the MAE@2.86 meV on Cu~001!
and 4.30 meV on Cu~111!#.

Remarkably, the MAE of the Fe adatom on Cu~001! is
about 20 times larger as compared to the corresponding
monolayer case.25 Comparing the upper and lower panels
Fig. 8 a strong correlation betweenDL and DE can be ex-
plored: in accordance with the qualitative rule obtained fro
perturbation theory30,31 the easy axis corresponds to a ma
mum of the orbital moment. Clearly, bothDL andDE of the
Fe impurity decrease dramatically in magnitude when pla
into the surface layer or below;DE approaches rapidly the
practically vanishing MAE of the impurity embedded in
the bulk with perfect cubic symmetry. As can be seen fro
the oscillating sign of the MAE the orientation of the ea
magnetization axis depends on the distance from the surf

Previous theoretical studies by Szunyogh and Gyo¨rffy32

for Fe impurities buried by a Au surface also explored
oscillatory behavior of the easy axis with varying distan
from the surface. As can be seen in Fig. 2 the DOS of the
impurity refers to the case of a completely filled majorityd
band. Thus, the most important condition to use perturba
theory in simple terms—namely, omitting spin-flip

ce

ing

FIG. 8. Calculated orbital moment anisotropy (DL5Lx2Lz)
and magnetic anisotropy energy (DE5Ex2Ez) of a single Fe im-
purity embedded at different distances from a Cu~001! and a
Cu~111! surface. For the notation of the position of the impurity s
Fig. 1.
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processes—can be assumed.30,31,33 In order to illustrate the
change of the reorientation of the easy axis in terms of
electronic structure, we plotted in Fig. 9 the minority-sp
DOS of an Fe adatom on Cu~001! as well as that in the
surface layer as projected onto ‘‘canonical’’da orbitals (a
5xy, xz, yz, z2, and x22y2). Note that only in this case
did we ‘‘switch off’’ the spin-orbit coupling~SOC! using the
scaling scheme proposed by Ebertet al.34

FIG. 10. Calculated contributions of Fe atoms in chains i
mersed at different distances from a Cu~001! surface to the mag-
netic anisotropy energy,DEx2z (¹, on top;n, layer S;L, layer
S-1; h, layer S-2;s, in bulk; see Fig. 1!.

FIG. 9. Calculatedd-like minority DOS as projected ontodxz ,
dyz , dxy , dz2, anddx22y2 orbitals of a single Fe impurity deposite
on ~upper panel! and embedded into the surface layer~lower panel!
of a Cu~001! surface.
02443
e

As can be inferred from Fig. 9, for an Fe adatom, the la
dxy- anddx22y2-like DOS at the Fermi level indicate a stron
perpendicular anisotropy due to the interaction induced
the SOC (Lz coupling!.35 When placed into the surface laye
the in-plane states—namely, thedxy- and dx22y2-like states
of the impurity—get hybridized with mostlysp-like states of
the adjacent Cu atoms, resulting in a broadening and, co
quently, in a corresponding lowering of these components
the DOS at the Fermi level.

The contributions of individual Fe atoms within th
chains (n>2) to the MAE DEx2z

Fei and DEy2z
Fei ( i

51, . . . ,n) are displayed in Figs. 10 and 11 for a Cu~001!
and in Figs. 12 and 13 for a Cu~111! surface. The first thing
to note is that, although considerably decreased in magni
as compared to the chains on top of the surfaces, all
contributions ofDEx2z

Fei remain positive for all the embedde
chains; thus the orientation normal to the planes is alw
preferred with respect to the one along the chains. As
observation does not apply for the case of a single Fe im
rity ~see Fig. 8!, we can conclude that the origin of an ea
axis normal to the chains can be attributed to the Fe
bonds along the chains.12,36

For chains deposited onto the surface the direction nor
to planes remains the easy axis as can be inferred from
corresponding positive values ofDEy2z

Fei in Figs. 11 and 13.
However, for the embedded chains the energetical differe
between the two orientations normal to the chains—nam
z andy—gets very small and converges to a value below
meV/Fe atom for the chains embedded into a perfect bu

On top of the surfaces, for shorter chains (n<5) typically

-

FIG. 11. Calculated contributions of Fe atoms in chains i
mersed at different distances from a Cu~001! surface to the mag-
netic anisotropy energy,DEy2z (¹, on top;n, layer S;L, layer
S-1; h, layer S-2;s, in bulk; see Fig. 1!.
3-6
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF FINITE Fe CHAINS AT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 024433 ~2003!
rapid variations ofDEFei along the chains apply. For longe
chains (n>6) one can find that the largest contributions
DEy2z come from the outermost atoms, while toDEx2z the
inner and outermost sites add nearly the same contribu
Interestingly, this relationship is reversed for chains i
mersed in or below the surface:DEx2z

Fei is systematically
smaller at the edges of the chains than in the interior reg
while DEy2z

Fei seems to be quite homogeneous along
chains.

Except for chains on top of the surfaces, thetotal MAEof
the chains~including the contributions also from the firs
shell of Cu sites and as normalized to one Fe atom! is shown
in Fig. 14. One can immediately recognize the different
havior of DEx2z and DEy2z with respect to the distanc
from the surface: the sign ofDEx2z does not change for an
embedding depth, whileDEy2z is negative for wires embed
ded into the first layer of a Cu~001! surface or into the first
and third layers of a Cu~111! surface. Consequently,DEy2z
,0 refers to cases for which the easy axis is normal to b
the surface and chain.

For chains embedded into the bulk, we obtained an e
axis perpendicular to both the~111! and (11̄0) directions;
i.e., it can be identified by the (112)̄ direction. Clearly, the
convergence of the total MAE with respect to the length
chains is slower than that of the spin and orbital moment
the central atoms~see Fig. 7!. An approximate value for in-
finite wires can, however, be estimated from the data c
tained in Fig. 14. Similar to the orbital moment, our es
mated values ofDEx2z for the infinite wires on top and
embedded into the surface layer of a Cu~111! surface,

FIG. 12. Calculated contributions of Fe atoms in chains i
mersed at different distances from a Cu~111! surface to the mag-
netic anisotropy energy,DEx2z (¹, on top;n, layer S;L, layer
S-1; h, layer S-2;s, in bulk; see Fig. 1!.
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;1.5 meV and;0.65 meV, respectively, are again in goo
agreement with that deduced from the experimen
;1.6 meV.16 The perpendicular MAE numerically estimate
from our results for an infinite Fe wire along the~110! direc-
tion in an fcc Cu bulk host is about 0.4–0.5 meV which
approximately 3–4 times larger as obtained by Eisenb
et al.12

This difference between the two theoretical results can
attributed to the different directions of the induced mome
at the Cu sites adjacent the Fe atoms which was fixed to

FIG. 13. Calculated contributions of Fe atoms within the cha
immersed at different distances from a Cu~111! surface to the mag-
netic anisotropy energy,DEy2z (¹, on top;n, layer S;L, layer
S-1; h, layer S-2;s, in bulk; see Fig. 1!.

FIG. 14. Calculated magnetic anisotropy energies~MAE!
DEx2z andDEy2z for Fen (n52, . . . ,9) chains immersed at differ
ent distances from a Cu~111! and a Cu~001! surface including also
contributions from the nearest-neighbor Cu sites and normalize
one Fe atom (n, layer S;L, layer S-1;h, layer S-2;s, in bulk;
see Fig. 1!.
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LAZAROVITS, SZUNYOGH, WEINBERGER, AND U´ JFALUSSY PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 024433 ~2003!
parallel to the Fe moments in our calculations but was fre
fluctuating in Ref. 12. It should, however, be noted that
calculations of Ref. 12 have been performed by using p
odic boundary conditions in the plane normal to the wi
therefore, the corresponding results~in particular, the MAE!
can also be influenced by ‘‘interchain’’ interactions.

In Fig. 15 the in-plane magnetic anisotropy energie
DEy2x of chains on top and embedded into the surface la
of Cu~001! and Cu~111! surfaces are displayed with respe
to the length of Fe chains. In particular, for chains on top
the Cu~111! surface,DEy2x shows rapid oscillations~with a
period of two atoms!, indicating that the in-plane MAE is
influenced by confinement effects caused most possibly
surface states. The extrapolated value of the in-plane M
for an infinite chain on a Cu~111! surface,; 0.5 meV, is
very close to the experimental value of about 0.4 meV
ported by Boeglinet al.16

In order to complete the comparison between our ca
lations and experiment we also estimated the anisotrop
the orbital moment for an infinite Fe wire from the calculat
values for the sites at the center of longer chains (n>7),
yielding a value ofDLy2x.0.025mB on top of a Cu~111!
surface andDLy2x.0.035mB in the corresponding surfac
layer, again in good agreement with the experimental d
DLy2x.0.032mB ~Ref. 16!.

FIG. 15. Calculated in-plane magnetic anisotropy energy~MAE!
DEx2y , for Fen (n51, . . . ,9) chains on a Cu~001! and a Cu~111!
surface including also contributions from nearest-neighbor Cu s
and normalized to one Fe atom@¹, Cu~001! on top; n, Cu~001!
layer S;h, Cu~111! on top;s, Cu~111! layer S; see Fig. 1#.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Using a real-space embedded cluster technique base
the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green function method, we c
ried out fully relativistic self-consistent calculations for fini
Fe chains oriented along the (110̄) direction near the
Cu~001! and Cu~111! surfaces. We found that the magnet
properties of the Fe chains strongly depend on the dista
from the surface, i.e., on the local environment. As compa
to the monolayer case, we found enhanced spin and or
moments as well as magnetic anisotropy energies for
chains mainly controlled by the coordination of the magne
atoms.

In the special case of a single Fe impurity, we illustrat
the changes of the spin moment and MAE with respect to
position of the impurity in terms of the correspondin
changes in the electronic structure. For most of the quant
under consideration we found a reasonable converge
when increasing the length of the chains. Thus, the co
sponding quantities for the infinite chain~1D! could easily be
estimated. Similar to our previous calculations for Co cha
on Pt~111!,24 we showed that from calculations for rath
short linear chains the magnetic properties for long~ideally
infinite! chains can be deduced, keeping, however, the p
sibility to study local fluctuations~finite-size effects! within
the chains. Although a different geometry was used in
calculations, the easy axis of the system and the size of
MAE as well as the orbital moment anisotropy are in go
agreement with available experiments.37
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